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Our Nature of Being: Ontological 
distinctions that help us thrive in a 

complex and changing world
NESA Fall Leadership Conference

October 24-27, 2019

Teresa Arpin & Ron LaLonde

People are disturbed

not by things,

but by the views 

which they take

of them.

-Epictetus

Ontological foundations/references

Newfield Network
Organization training ontological coaches 

Humberto R. Maturana
Biologist studying cognition and a theory of autopoiesis

Francisco Varela
Neuroscientists studying the structure of human consciousness

Systems Thinking work
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Purposes today

For you to:

Understand a particular way of observing and thinking about your own 
“actions”

Observe the impact on you

Understand a way of observing and acting that creates greater 
possibilities for you

Less suffering

Norms

Create a safe space—confidentiality

Take a learning stance

Take care of yourself and each other

Role of “mental models”

Mental Models
assumptions, beliefs & values

Structures
supporting/aligning w mental models

Patterns/Trends
habits…

Events
what just happened…
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Our mental models are influenced by:

Family

Genes

Our mental models provide a strong lens 
with which we interpret events. 

Let’s personalize this…

Elbow partners; reflect on other examples of the mental models that 
influence our collective thinking/action…

Where are we seeing new mental models emerging?

Reflect on your own mental models/assumptions. Consider areas like:
Success/achievement
Love/support
Teamwork
Leadership

Can you articulate your assumptions?
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Observing the observer that you are…

We are biologically “closed systems”

We are “meaning makers”

The way we make meaning is heavily 
influenced by our assumptions 
(mental models)

The process of meaning 
making/interpretation occurs 
instantaneously…and largely free 
from our conscious observation

We tend to see our observation as 
TRUTH

Speaking, listening

qSpeaker

qSpeaking

qActing

qMeaning

Listener

Listening

Observing

Meaning

Filter

Observing 
“our story”
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Observing the observer that you are…

It is really OUR STORY…

Reflect on a situation that is 
currently “troubling” you

Step back and observe:
the events/experience

your interpretations, and story

How is your interpretation impacting 
you and your possible actions?

Jot some notes…

What influences our “story?”

Language

Request
Offer
Assert
Declare
Assess

Speech acts & role of assessments

Judgements made in the present
Based on evidence from the past

Regarding an issue of concern in the future
Mary is a very effective leader

This program has made a huge impact on our students’ learning

Some concerns about assessments
Distinguishing the assessments from the assertions that 
gave rise to them

Ensuring that you have examined both
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Generating meaning

Think of two members of your 
team

Someone who produces “a lot”
Someone who has not produced 
“a lot”

What explanation do you have 
for the behavior of each of 
these team members? 

How does your explanation 
impact the way you work with 
them?

What influences our “story?”

Language

Emotion/Mood
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Some common moods

Fact

Resentment

Peace

Possibility

Resignation

Ambition

Our predisposition 
for action:

Short term
emotions

Longer term
moods

Interventions in mood

Linguistic
Reconstruct mood

Body
Movement, celebration, etc.

Chemical
Break bread together

Aesthetic
Music, art, nature
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What influences our “story?”

Language

Emotion/Mood

Body

Basic body 
dispositions

Up

Down

AheadBack Center

Adapted from Stuart Heller, PhD.

The Body Practice

Ahead + Down = The Ring of Ground
Back + Down = The Ring of Water
Back + Up = The Ring of Wind
Ahead + Up = The Ring of Fire

Balancing between Front and Back
1. Sitting, shift your position so that you are poised at the front edge of your chair.
2. Imagine a force behind you that is headed toward the front. Let it move you forward.
3. Imagine a force coming from the front. Let it move it backward.
4. Repeat several times. Now find the spot between front and back that feels "centered."
5. Sitting still, feel the subtle (and almost invisible) oscillation between front and back.

Balancing between Up and Down
1. Sitting, shift your position so that you are poised at the front edge of your chair.
2. Relax the muscles that are holding you up and settle downward with a rounded spine.
3. Imagine a force beneath you headed up. Let it lift you: hips, belly, chest, neck and head.
4. Imagine a force above you headed down. Let it relax you: head, neck, chest, belly and hips.
5. Repeat several times. Now find the spot between up and down that feels "centered."
6. Sitting still, feel the subtle (and almost invisible) oscillation between up and down.

Sitting still, feel the subtle oscillations between up and down, and front and back.
You are still, yet filled with the possibility of moving in any direction.
Remember that you can regain this any time and any place in just a few seconds.

Stuart Heller, PhD.
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Observing the observer that you are…

Recall your troubling situation. 

What interpretation might provide 
you greater possibilities for 
action? 

Jot some notes…

Practice/application/implication

With an elbow partner:
What are you taking away?

What is your intention for future action?
What support might help you?

Consider:
Begin by observing the observer that you are

Language

Mood

Body
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